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‘It takes a while to find the real person,’ says 
Raymond Yiu of The World was Once All 
Miracle, his complicatedly biographical sound 
portrait of a complicated, elusive man. ‘A lot 
of [Anthony] Burgess’s autobiographical 
writing is almost fictional. But that’s 
what makes his work so interesting: the 
imagination and the deceit in the books 
bleed into real life and vice versa.’

Finding the real person – or portraying people 
too complex or deceitful to be easily ‘found’ 
– has been a recurring theme in Yiu’s work 
at least since the music-theatre piece The 
Original Chinese Conjuror (2003–6), subtitled 
‘a musical diversion suggested by the lives 
of Chung Ling Soo’. Chung Ling Soo was the 
persona adopted by the American magician 
and illusionist William Robinson (1861–1918) 
when, his career having failed to take off in his 
home country, he set out to reinvent himself 
in Edwardian London. Although known or 
suspected by some colleagues, the fact 
that Soo (or Robinson) was not Chinese was 
revealed to the public only after his signature 
bullet-catching trick went fatally wrong. 
(‘Lower the curtain,’ he said: the first time he 
had spoken English in public in nearly twenty 
years.) And yet even ‘William Robinson’ was 
not a straightforward identity – a bigamist and 
philanderer, whose second ‘wife’ remained 
his stage assistant while he raised a family 
with a third woman. 

Fictions upon fictions; the dissimulations and 
masks proper to stagecraft tipping into the 
complex mixture of intention and confusion 
that makes a life. As to impersonation, 
meanwhile, Yiu’s own background had 
provided him with grounds for doubt 
concerning any simple claim. When he arrived 
in the UK in 1990 from his native Hong Kong, 
at first as an A-level student at Kent College in 
Canterbury, he was surprised to discover that 
the pop songs he had listened to as a teenager 
were in many cases Cantonese-language 
cover versions of British and American hits, 
with new singers and lyrics superimposed 
on originals which he was only now hearing 
for the first time. The music Yiu himself has 
subsequently come to write ranges far wider 
than 1980s pop, but it wouldn’t be too much of 
a stretch to hear it all in relation to that insight: 
as a case study in how a composer might 
construct a musical language while navigating 
cultural identities, and a questioning of what 
authenticity can mean when ‘home’ and 
‘foreign’ are no longer clear-cut terms.

Having gone on from Canterbury to study 
engineering at Imperial College London, Yiu 
was at first largely self-taught as a composer, 
and his early opportunities were ones he found 
or won for himself – several performances 
arising from the Society for the Promotion 
of New Music’s annual shortlist, and a 
premiere in the USA under the direction of 

Notes on the music

Lukas Foss, with whom Yiu had entered into 
correspondence and to whom he remained 
close until Foss’s death in 2009. Beyond the 
Glass (2003), premiered by the BBC Singers, 
established some characteristic themes, 
including a fascination with forms of unreason 
ranging from wordplay and nursery rhyme to 
actual insanity; the juxtaposition of nursery 
rhyme with madness recurs in The London 
Citizen Exceedingly Injured, the success of 
whose January 2013 first performance, also 
with BBC forces, led to a Proms commission 
for Symphony – the recording heard here is of 
its Royal Albert Hall premiere in August 2015 
– and to performances by two BBC orchestras 
of the aforementioned Burgess song-cycle 
(the BBC Philharmonic for its Manchester 
International Festival premiere in July 2017, 
and the BBC Symphony Orchestra for its first 
London outing the following April). The present 
survey, comprising re-edited and rebalanced 
versions of recordings originally made for 
radio broadcast, is rounded out by the BBC 
SO’s May 2019 revival of Citizen, and thus 
constitutes a portrait of Yiu’s first decade as a 
fully professional composer: a decade which 
has seen him recognised with a BASCA British 
Composer Award (winner in the Chamber 
category in 2010), three further British 
Composer Award nominations (Chamber, 
2012; Orchestral, 2013, for The London Citizen 
Exceedingly Injured; and Choral, 2018), and 
two shortlistings (including one for The World 

was Once All Miracle) in the prestigious Royal 
Philharmonic Society Music Awards.

London past and present: ‘the Citizen’
Perhaps the most unusual of the historical 
figures who populate the background to Yiu’s 
music is the Scottish-born, London-based 
bookseller and editor Alexander Cruden (1699–
1770), best remembered as the compiler of 
the first complete concordance to the English 
Bible. This giant project, which he undertook 
entirely under his own steam, was the fruit 
of an obsessiveness that also manifested 
itself in personal eccentricities to which his 
contemporaries were not always sympathetic. 
In later life he styled himself ‘the Corrector’, 
imagining himself as a sort of proofreader, 
both linguistic and moral, to the nation at large; 
earlier, he had on several occasions become 
unhinged in his dealings with women, and 
was subjected to more than one period of 
incarceration in asylums, after the second of 
which – in 1738, the year after completing his 
Biblical concordance – he protested against the 
cruel treatment he had received in a pamphlet 
titled ‘The London Citizen exceedingly injured, 
or a British inquisition displayed’.

When Yiu’s music had taken its cue from 
such figures before, it had usually been in the 
context of a directly programmatic treatment 
of their lives or work. The connection here is 
more tangential, the title of Cruden’s pamphlet 



serving as the starting point for a fabric of 
London-related inspirations both literary and 
musical. Behaving at first like a concerto for 
orchestra, with the instruments introduced 
section by section, the piece is organised 
around a network of references to the famous 
nobilmente melody – once known, Yiu had 
discovered, as the ‘Citizen’ theme – from 
Elgar’s Cockaigne overture, that earlier musical 
portrait of the city and its inhabitants.

A second significant musical point of reference 
relates to the work’s other main literary source 
of inspiration: George Orwell’s novel Nineteen 
Eighty-Four, with its depiction of a city whose 
most characteristic sights and sounds have 
been not just forgotten but deliberately erased. 
One of these lost experiences is the sound of 
church bells, and the book has its own network 
of allusions – to the nursery rhyme ‘Oranges 
and Lemons’, which catalogues the bells of 
various London churches and thereby provides 
mnemonic access to the layers of history 
that the governing regime has attempted 
to suppress.

The piece proceeds at first through small cells 
of three or four pitches based on the Elgar 
theme, sometimes turned back to front or 
upside down (the ‘Citizen’ injured, as it were?), 
and picks up allusions to various other ‘London’ 
pieces as it goes along. The cells grow into 
themes and longer lines, and are further 

transformed in some stylistically evocative 
sections (a ‘Chinatown’ episode, a foxtrot, 
a waltz …) which suggest, perhaps, that the 
citizen is on a tour of the modern city. But as 
the experiences accumulate, so does the 
sense grow that this is a landscape constructed 
by memory as much as by geography: that 
underneath the game-playing and the virtuosity 
are deeper resonances, like Orwell’s silenced 
church bells. And at length, after so many 
themes and motifs have been encountered and 
transformed, it is a single note that returns the 
piece to the point it set out from – before the final 
bar suggests a new journey about to begin.

Inventing traditions: ‘The World …’
It was also in the decade surveyed by 
this album that Yiu decided to formalise 
his achievements by joining the DMus 
programme at the Guildhall School of Music 
& Drama. Besides giving him for the first time 
a period of several years’ sustained and close 
mentorship from a senior colleague – the 
Guildhall School’s Professor of Composition, 
Julian Anderson – this provided an opportunity 
to reflect on and more explicitly identify his 
aesthetic and methods, and to search out and 
study comparable cases: other composers 
whose lack of a clear native tradition had 
proved both a stumbling block and a creative 
spur, ranging from the ‘imaginary folk 
musics’ of György Ligeti and the elaborate 
invented cultures of his Canadian pupil 
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Denys Bouliane to the syntheses of Western 
avant-garde sensibilities with rediscovered 
Asian techniques and sounds in the work 
of the Chinese–American Chou Wen-
chung, the Japanese Tōru Takemitsu and 
perhaps above all the Filipino composer and 
ethnomusicologist José Maceda. (Maceda’s 
trademark percussive resonators – bungkakas, 
or bamboo buzzers – find their way into Yiu’s 
own instrumentarium in a movement of the 
Burgess song-cycle.)

Poised between invention and imitation, 
fiction and illusion, Yiu’s increased self-
awareness in constructing and navigating 
this maze of real and assumed identities has 
not diminished his occasional ability to startle 
or disconcert, in particular where stretches 
of overt pastiche or stylistic homage span 
whole movements or works. Standing in sharp 
contrast with The World was Once All Miracle, 
three previous song-cycles (with piano) inhabit 
the English pastoral idiom of Finzi and others 
with an accuracy bordering on ventriloquism. 
In World the impulse seems contrastingly 
urban and internationalist. Perhaps, too, a sort 
of reverse affinity underlies the project, with 
Burgess, the Mancunian grammar-school 
boy whose artistic career began in a former 
British colony in Asia, meeting his match in 
Yiu’s opposite trajectory. Indeed, Burgess’s 
own forays into musical composition became 
part of Yiu’s background research also: the 

fifth song is built on a tone-row sketched 
by the writer himself (and there is a passing 
quotation in the first song, too, from Burgess’s 
Symphony in C).

‘It takes a while to find the real person.’ In 
keeping with the work’s exploratory cast, 
the opening song is, Yiu says, ‘agitated 
[and] fragmentary’. Still groping its way to 
a personality, the music is nonetheless led 
from the very outset by the singer: stuck on a 
syllable as yet undecided between ‘sick’ and 
‘sycophantic’; fixated musically on two notes, 
A and B, which throughout the cycle will form 
a sort of auditory signature for Burgess – as if a 
person’s bare initials might provide an anchor 
point when everything else about them is in 
flux. Around this absent centre the orchestra 
sweeps from one style to another, along the 
way generating thematic material which will 
recur later in the work.

The slow second and third songs – with 
accompaniments scored respectively for 
strings with harp and wind plus percussion – 
are a sleepy, somewhat disoriented nocturne 
and a disjointed love song. Burgess’s time in 
1950s Malaya is reflected in the latter song’s 
quasi-ceremonial instrumentation, while its 
stuttering vocal line and perpetually disaligned 
rhythms reflect Yiu’s view of the text: ‘as 
though Burgess didn’t know how to express 
love in a normal romantic sense’.

Notes on the music

Questions of identity and disguise come to 
the fore in the virtuosic fourth song, whose 
text provides Yiu with the occasion for a 
parade of musical quotations: Purcell and 
Arne (a fleeting glimpse of ‘Rule, Britannia!’), 
then later Beethoven and Debussy. Imposing 
and traumatised, the fifth song hints at the 
unspeakable events that coloured the life 
experience and haunted the world-view of 
Burgess’s generation; and in so doing provides 
a sense of historical context to underpin the 
tribute to mid-twentieth-century popular song 
in the cycle’s finale, which is another stylistic 
charade only on the surface.

© 2021 John Fallas

 
Symphonies with songs have existed since 
Mahler; Raymond Yiu’s is unusual in that it is a 
symphony with a protagonist, a countertenor 
who whispers it into being. Beginning alone, 
the singer stutters on sibilants that are taken up 
by percussionists and that eventually establish 
a note – a middle-register F sharp – and a word: 
‘strong’. Both are crucial.

Rhyming with ‘song’, ‘strong’ will be a key term 
in the second movement’s title, taken from an 
early poem by Basil Bunting that is significant 
for the whole work in how it describes the 
stagnancy of remembering (‘Empty vast days 
built in the waste memory seem a jail for / 

thoughts grown stale in the mind’) and insists 
that memory can be revitalised by artistic 
expression: ‘Let Polyhymnia [the muse of 
sacred poetry and dance] strong with cadence 
multiply song.’ Song and instrumental sound, 
singer and orchestra, memory and immediate 
experience, poets of different visions, ideas 
of different weights and meanings – these are 
some of the contraries assembled under a title 
the composer understands etymologically as a 
‘sounding together’.

What first grows from and around the singer, 
as he subverts his Walt Whitman lines to 
emphasise ‘strong music’, is an ensemble of 
percussion (plus piano and harp) and wind. As 
this first movement goes on, more decisively 
and with the full orchestra now engaged, 
Whitman’s words continue to describe the 
composer’s intention: to ‘hear all sounds 
running together’. Then the orchestra thins and 
vanishes, leaving the singer once more alone.

He rests through the ‘Strong with Cadence 
Multiply Song’ movement, which is a big 
scherzo with a slow and dramatic middle 
section. The scherzo builds from small, 
rushing figures and repeated notes, the latter 
remembered from the work’s opening, until 
a solo oboe comes forward to introduce a 
section marked Andante con malinconia – ‘with 
melancholy’. This music’s source is eventually 
revealed as a Scarlatti sonata, K 87 in B minor, 



This cannot last, of course. As the composer 
puts it:

A remembrance of love turns into the ironic, nervous 
Liebestod of the fourth movement, in which Thom 
Gunn’s dark, fatalistic ‘In Time of Plague’ is dressed 
as a flamboyant, seventies-style disco song whose 
overt cheerfulness is in total contrast with the 
seedy proceedings and the narrator’s anxiety. 
This movement is in part a tribute to a genre that 
originated in the black and gay communities and in 
part a reminder of the modern-day plague we are 
collectively forgetting. The use of a high male voice 
enables a nod to be made to such singers as Barry 
Gibb, Jackie Jackson and, foremost among them, 
Sylvester (who died of AIDS in 1988).

Another quotation briefly intervenes at the 
drama’s turning point.

As this movement comes to its conclusion, 
a middle-register A rises out from it and into 
the Intermezzo, whose slow melody for violas 
links to the finale. Countering the destructive 
force just witnessed, lines from a poem by 
John Donne to his wife are here set to music of 
eternity and, at the end, blazing light.

© 2015/21 Paul Griffiths

which, the composer has disclosed, holds a 
personal association for him with grief, and 
which is of itself haunting. Indeed, it haunts this 
whole symphony, its initial F sharp there at the 
start and its melody the matrix for other material 
derived in various ways. Once the quotation 
has been delivered, the scherzo resumes, but 
soon comes to a shattering, shuddering crisis, 
followed by a wisp of the Scarlatti and a last 
glimpse of the scherzo as it disappears.

From a squeeze of pressure, the third 
movement begins to unfold with woodwind 
solos, which continue after the countertenor 
has returned with different words, by 
Constantine Cavafy, and, as it were, a different 
voice: lyrical, not invocatory, as he was in the 
first movement, and singing of love, within 
a dream landscape provided by the wind 
soloists over strings in many parts and tuned 
percussion. The climax at ‘touching once more’ 
registers that here the sounding together is 
also a coming together.

Notes on the music
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The World Was Once All Miracle

 2 Sick of the sycophantic singing, sick
Of every afternoon’s compulsory games,
Sick of the little cliques of county names,
He let the inner timebomb start to tick,
Beating out number. As arithmetic
The plot took shape – not from divided aims
But short division only. Then, in flames,
He read: ‘That flower is not for you to pick.’
Therefore he picked it. All things thawed 

to action,
Sound, colour. A shrill electric bell
Summoned the guard. He gathered up 

his faction,
Poised on the brink, thought, and 

created hell.
Light shimmered in miraculous refraction
As, like a bloody thunderbolt, he fell.

 3 For we were all caught in the shame of sleep.
Some of us rubbed an eye drowsily against 

the light; all were unprepared,
Webbed in its world and carrying phantom 

of a purpose:
Purpose of a phantom into waking, then 

waking, then knowing,
Then shame for such entry into day.
Forgive us untempered to the day.

 4 You were there, and nothing was said,
For words were dead and dust in the air.
But I was suddenly aware, in the split instant
Of the constant, in a sort of 

passionless frenzy – 
Trees, table, the war, in a fixed relation
Of your calculation, their primum mobile,
But that you were there really was all I knew.

 5 I have raised and poised a fiddle
Which, will you lend it ears,
Will utter music’s model:
The music of the spheres.

By God, I think not Purcell
Nor Arne could match my airs.
Perfect beyond rehearsal
My music of the spheres.

Not that its virtue’s vastness –
The terror and drift of stars.
For subtlety and softness
My music of the spheres.

The spheres that feed its working,
Their melody swells and soars
On thinking of your marking
My music of the spheres.

This musing and this fear’s
Work of your maiden years.
Why shut longer your ears?
Look, how the live earth flowers!
The land speaks my intent:
Bear me accompaniment.

Texts

And this last margin of leaving
Is sheltered from the rude
Indiscreet tugging of winds.
For parting, a point in time,
Cannot have magnitude
And cannot cast shadows about
The final kiss and final
Tight pressure of hands.

Anthony Burgess (1917–1993) 
Collected posthumously in Revolutionary Sonnets  
and Other Poems (Carcanet, 2002) 
All texts © 2017 International Anthony Burgess Foundation 
Used and reprinted by permission

Symphony

 8 I

With music strong I come, with my cornets 
and my drums,

I play not marches for accepted victors only, 
I play marches for conquer’d and slain 
persons.

I hear all sounds running together, 
combined, fused or following,

Sounds of the city and sounds out of the 
city, sounds of the day and night,

Now I will do nothing but listen,
To accrue what I hear into this song, to let 

sounds contribute toward it.

Walt Whitman (1819–1892), ‘Song of Myself’ 
(from Leaves of Grass, 1881 edition) 
Extracts from sections 18 & 26

 6 One looks for Eden in history,  
best left unvisited,

For the primal sin is always a present sin,
The thin hand held in the river which  

can never
Clean off the blood, and so remains 

bloodless.

And this very moment, this very word  
will be Eden,

As that boy was already, or is already,  
in Eden,

While the delicate filthy hand dabbles  
and dabbles

But leaves the river clean,  
heartbreakingly clean.

 7 Useless to hope to hold off 
The unavoidable happening
With the frail barricade
Of week, day or hour
Which melts as it is made,
For time himself will bring
You in his high-powered car,
Rushing on to it,
Whether you will or not.

So, shaking hands with the grim
Satisfactory argument,
The consolation of bone
Resigned to the event,
Making a friend of him,
He, in an access of love,
Renders his narrow acres
Golden and wide enough.



on the bench as they talk to me,
their legs spread apart, their eyes attentive.
I love their daring, their looks, their jargon,
and what they have in mind.

Their mind is the mind of death.
They know it, and do not know it,
and they are like me in that
(I know it, and do not know it)
and like the flow of people through this bar.
Brad and John thirst heroically together
for euphoria – for a state of ardent life
in which we could all stretch ourselves
and lose our differences. I seek 
to enter their minds: am I a fool,
and they direct and right, properly
testing themselves against risk,
as a human must, and does,
or are they the fools, their alert faces
mere death’s heads lighted glamorously?
I weigh possibilities
till I am afraid of the strength
of my own health
and of their evident health.

They get restless at last with my 
indecisiveness

and so, first one, and then the other,
move off into the moving concourse 

of people
who are boisterous and bright

 10 III

Come back often and take hold of me,
beloved sensation, come back and take hold 

of me – 
when the body’s memory awakens
and old longing runs through the blood 

again,
when the lips and the skin remember
and the hands feel as if they are touching 

once more.

Come back often and take hold of me  
in the night

when the lips and the skin remember … 

Constantine P. Cavafy (1863–1933), ‘Come Back’ 
(from Poems 1905–1915 ) 
Translation by the composer and Symeon Theocharidis 
Courtesy of the Cavafy Archive/Onassis Foundation  
All rights reserved

 11 IV

My thoughts are crowded with death
and it draws so oddly on the sexual
that I am confused
confused to be attracted
by, in effect, my own annihilation.
Who are these two, these fiercely 

attractive men
who want me to stick their needle in my arm?
They tell me they are called Brad and John,
one from here, one from Denver, sitting 

the same

Texts

carrying in their faces and throughout 
their bodies

the news of life and death. 

Thom Gunn (1929–2004), ‘In Time of Plague’ 
(from The Man with Night Sweats, 1992) 
© The Estate of Thom Gunn 
Used and reprinted by arrangement with Faber & Faber

 13 V

When thou and I first one another saw:
All other things to their destruction draw,
Only our love hath no decay;
This, no to morrow hath, nor yesterday,
Running it never runs from us away,
But truly keepes his first, last, everlasting day.

John Donne (1572–1631), ‘The Anniversarie’ [extract] 
(from Songs and Sonets, 1633)
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recordings for BBC Radio 3 – made in the 
presence of a live audience and free to attend 
– as well as concert performances around the 
world, the vast majority of which are broadcast 
on BBC Radio 3 and made available for 30 days 
on BBC Sounds.



Biographies

Countertenor Andrew Watts 
was born in Middlesex and 
studied at the Royal Academy 
of Music. His operatic 
engagements include 
appearances with The Royal 
Opera (Covent Garden), 
English National Opera, 

Welsh National Opera, at the Glyndebourne 
Festival and at the BBC Proms, as well as 
throughout Europe, in cities including Milan, 
Paris, Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Vienna, 
Madrid, Salzburg and Aix-en-Provence. His 
repertoire includes the title role in Orlando, 
Arsamenes Xerxes, Ottone Agrippina, Nero 
and Nutrice L’incoronazione di Poppea, Oberon 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Prince Go-Go 
Le grand Macabre, and he has appeared in 
numerous world premieres, creating among 
others the roles of the Snake Priestess in 
Birtwistle’s The Minotaur, Cherubino in 
Elena Langer’s Figaro Gets a Divorce, White 
Rabbit/March Hare in Unsuk Chin’s Alice 
in Wonderland, Mystery Man/Andy in Olga 
Neuwirth’s Lost Highway and Chai Ping in 
Raymond Yiu’s The Original Chinese Conjuror.

Recent engagements include Baba the Turk 
The Rake’s Progress (Stanislavsky Theatre, 
Moscow), Orestes La belle Hélène (Hamburg 
Staatsoper), Edgar in Aribert Reimann’s Lear 
(Opéra National de Paris / Teatro Real, Madrid 
/ Maggio Musicale Fiorentino), Queequeq in 

Judith Weir’s The Outcast (Wien Modern) 
and Skorpionmensch in Jörg Widmann’s 
Babylon (Berlin Staatsoper); concert 
appearances with the London Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Ensemble intercontemporain and 
(in Olga Neuwirth’s Hommage à Klaus Nomi) 
Klangforum Wien; and recitals at Wigmore 
Hall, London and in ’s-Hertogenbosch, the 
Netherlands to mark the release of his album 
A Countertenor Songbook (NMC). Future 
performances include his debut with Grange 
Park Opera, returns to English National Opera 
and to opera houses in Berlin, Munich and 
Madrid, and concert appearances in Berlin, 
Stockholm and with the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra in London. 
 

Roderick Williams is one 
of the most sought-after 
baritones of his generation, 
with a wide repertoire 
spanning the Baroque to 
the present day which 
he performs in opera, 
concert and recital. He 

enjoys relationships with all the major UK 
opera houses and has created roles in new 
operas by Michel van der Aa, Sally Beamish, 
David Sawer, Robert Saxton and Alexander 
Knaifel as well as performing major roles 
including Papageno, Don Alfonso, Onegin 
and Billy Budd.

He performs regularly with leading 
conductors and orchestras throughout the 
UK, Europe, North America and Australia, 
and his many festival appearances include 
the BBC Proms, Edinburgh, Cheltenham, 
Aldeburgh and Melbourne. As a composer 
he has had works premiered at Wigmore 
Hall, the Barbican, the Purcell Room and 
on national radio, and was recognised for 
best work in the Choral category at the 2016 
BASCA British Composer Awards.

Roderick Williams was awarded an OBE 
in June 2017, and was nominated for 
Outstanding Achievement in Opera at 
the Olivier Awards in both 2018 (for his 
performance in the title role of Monteverdi’s 
Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria at the Royal Opera 
House, Covent Garden) and 2019 (for his 
role in English National Opera’s production 
of Britten’s War Requiem). He is currently 
Artist in Residence with the Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Sir Andrew Davis has served as Music 
Director and Principal Conductor of the 
Lyric Opera of Chicago since 2000. He also 
holds the title of Conductor Laureate at the 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra (2013–19), 
BBC Symphony Orchestra (1991–2004) and 
Toronto Symphony Orchestra (1975–88), 
as well as the honorary title of Conductor 

Emeritus of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic 
Orchestra. From 1988 to 2000 he was Music 
Director of Glyndebourne Festival Opera.

Born in Hertfordshire, Maestro Davis studied 
at King’s College, Cambridge – where he 
was Organ Scholar – before taking up the 
baton. His repertoire ranges from Baroque to 
contemporary works, and his vast conducting 
and recording credits span the symphonic, 
operatic and choral worlds. He received the 
Charles Heidsieck Music Award of the Royal 
Philharmonic Society in 1991, was created 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire 
in 1992, and in the 1999 New Year Honours 
list was designated a Knight Bachelor. 

Chief Conductor of the Bergen Philharmonic 
Orchestra since October 2015, Edward 
Gardner was recently appointed Principal 
Conductor Designate of the London 
Philharmonic Orchestra, for a tenure 
commencing in September 2021. He is 
also in demand as a guest conductor, and is 
active in the sphere of opera – he was Music 
Director of English National Opera from 
2006 to 2015, has an ongoing relationship 
with New York’s Metropolitan Opera, and 
has conducted at the Royal Opera House 
(Covent Garden), La Scala (Milan), Chicago 
Lyric Opera, Glyndebourne Festival Opera 
and the Opéra National de Paris.
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a transformative 13-year tenure as Music 
Director of the St Louis Symphony Orchestra, 
and roles with the Orchestre National de 
Lyon, the BBC Symphony Orchestra, and – as 
a protégé of Pierre Boulez – with Ensemble 
InterContemporain. He appears with the 
world’s great orchestras, including the New 
York Philharmonic, Royal Concertgebouw 
Orchestra, and many major European, Asian, 
North and South American ensembles 
and festivals. Since his 1996 Metropolitan 
Opera debut, Robertson has conducted a 
breathtaking range of Met projects, including 
the new production of Porgy and Bess that 
opened the 2019/20 season. Robertson 
serves as Director of Conducting Studies, 
Distinguished Visiting Faculty, of The Juilliard 
School in New York.

 

Gardner founded the Hallé Youth Orchestra in 
2002, regularly conducts the National Youth 
Orchestra of Great Britain, and has close 
relationships with The Juilliard School and the 
Royal Academy of Music. He won the Royal 
Philharmonic Society Award for conducting 
in 2008, an Olivier Award for Outstanding 
Achievement in Opera in 2009, and was 
awarded an OBE in the Queen’s Birthday 
Honours list in 2012. 

David Robertson has occupied some of 
the most prominent podiums in opera, 
orchestral and new music. A champion of 
contemporary composers, and an ingenious 
and adventurous programmer, Robertson 
has served in numerous artistic leadership 
positions, such as Chief Conductor and Artistic 
Director of the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, 
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Raymond Yiu is supported by the PRS Foundation’s 
Composers’ Fund.

This album has additionally been supported by the 
Boltini Trust, The RVW Trust, the International Anthony 
Burgess Foundation, WildKat PR, Wendy House 
Studio, and by the following individuals:

Cynthia Amorim & Dr Michael Donning, Clare Carpenter 
& James West, Wai Sin Chan, Charles Donohoe, David 
Gandon, Robert Gillis, Philip Jones & Noel Qualter, 
Rahul Khubchandani, Hoi-cheong Lam, Tracey Low, 
Antonio Orlando, Jonathan Orr-Ewing, Kim Plowright 
& Ian Betteridge, Adrian Thomas, the Tiwari family, Lee 
Warren & Alex Diaz, Kathryn Wells, David Wordsworth, 
David Wyatt, Annie Yim & Ed Baker.

Raymond Yiu wishes to express gratitude to:

Kathleen Alder, Tom Alexander, Julian Anderson, 
Andrew Biswell, Alexander Bray, Olivia Brown, Will Carr, 
Malcolm Crowthers, Sarah Hirons, Helen Hogh, 
Paul Hughes, Rosie Johnson, Andy H. King, Belinda 
& Colin Matthews, Marelle McCallum, Ann McKay, 
Mark Millidge, Tom Philpott, Susanna Simmons, 
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The London Citizen Exceedingly Injured was recorded 
by the BBC on 15 May 2019 at the Barbican Hall, and 
first broadcast on BBC Radio 3 on 28 June 2019.

The World was Once All Miracle was recorded by the 
BBC on 13 April 2018 at the Barbican Hall, and first 
broadcast live on BBC Radio 3 on that date.

Symphony was recorded by the BBC on 25 August 
2015 at the Royal Albert Hall, and first broadcast live on 
BBC Radio 3 on that date.
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Julian Anderson: Choral Music 
Choir of Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge / Geoffrey Webber 
DCD34202

‘The desire to evoke the sensation of light was one reason why I became 
a composer,’ says Julian Anderson. Silver-bright and brilliantly focused, 
the Choir of Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge is ideally equipped for 
this first recording devoted entirely to Anderson’s choral music – which 
ranges from the intimacy of the wedding anthem My beloved spake and 
ringing clarity of Bell Mass to the extraordinary sound-world conjured by 
the Nunc dimittis, commissioned especially for this recording.

 ‘reverberates with the richly coloured environments of stained glass, 
pealing bells and soaring architectural symmetry … Tremendously 
rewarding’ — Gramophone, September 2018

Insomnia: a nocturnal voyage in song 
William Berger, Iain Burnside 
DCD34116

For his solo debut on disc, baritone William Berger has devised an 
ingenious sequence of seventeen songs describing a sleepless night 
experienced by a man who reflects on his love for an unnamed woman. 
From Viennese classicism to fin-de-siècle Romanticism, shadowy 
English pastoral to the contemporary worlds of Richard Rodney Bennett 
and Raymond Yiu, this wide-ranging programme is brought to nuanced 
life by an outstanding young singer.

 ‘plays out its chronological narrative … with logical and psychological 
inevitability. Berger sustains a magnetic affection throughout the varied 
sequence, aided by Burnside’s deft pianism’  
— The Scotsman, July 2012

Der Wanderer: Schubert Lieder 
Roderick Williams, Iain Burnside 
DCD34170

Following the critical acclaim for Iain Burnside’s partnership with soprano 
Ailish Tynan in Schubert songs on Delphian, this second volume sees 
Burnside partnered by another friend and long-term collaborator, baritone 
Roderick Williams, whose lovingly designed programme takes its tone 
from the strand of journeying and farewell that threads through 
Schubert’s song output. Burnside’s pianism is as masterful and vivid as 
ever, while the increasingly lauded Williams combines drama and intellect 
in equal measure.

 ‘exceptionally imaginative and satisfying’  
— BBC Music Magazine, October 2016

Caprices and Laments: Nielsen – Copland – MacMillan 
Maximiliano Martín, Orquesta Sinfónica de Tenerife 
DCD34250

The benevolent shadow of Mozart meets a strain of emotional turbulence 
in Carl Nielsen’s unforgettable, at times inscrutable Clarinet Concerto, 
while Aaron Copland’s concerto – composed with the genre-crossing 
expertise of Benny Goodman in mind – brings a vein of lyrical sadness 
together with the verve of mid-century popular idioms from both the USA 
and Brazil. James MacMillan’s Tuireadh, meanwhile, is a single-minded 
outpouring of grief, raising instruments to an almost vocal quality of 
expression in a lament for the victims of the Piper Alpha oil-rig fire. 
Maximiliano Martín, principal clarinet of the Scottish Chamber Orchestra,  
is joined here by the symphony orchestra of his native Tenerife in three 
works which truly cover the gamut of human emotion.
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